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Contents

This GSC Open File consists of two required components that are complementary and support one another. One part is an Adobe® Reader®  file entitled “Submarine Slope Failures in Coastal BC.pdf” that provides a description of submarine slope failures and related morphologic features in British Columbia coastal waters. The paper provides the scientific and programmatic context of the work, an introduction to the study area and gives references to important previous research. The paper also presents the results of geospatial mapping of submarine landslides using multibeam swath bathymetry as a data base and discusses the significance of the mapped features. The features described in the PDF document are geospatially represented as polygons and are classified in the accompanying ArcGIS digital atlas entitled “Submarine_Slope_Failures_BC_Atlas“, in ESRI .mxd or .pmf formats, which is the second component of the Open File.  A folder for installing ArcReader is provided.  ArcReader will allow users who do not have access to ArcGIS to open the read-only .pmf file version of the Open File.

Cross references are provided between the two files as 23 spatial bookmarks, accessed from the “Bookmarks” menu in the digital atlas that refer to corresponding area descriptions in the Results section of the paper. The easiest way to access the information contained in the Open File is to work with both the Word and atlas files open simultaneously to read the description of each geographic area as the ArcGIS digital atlas is examined. The reader is invited to turn layers on and off as required, and zoom in and out of the bookmarked map areas, to enhance the viewing of the submarine slope failures and related features described.  The digital atlas is designed to be a dynamic and interactive component of the paper.


Directory structure

Readme Open File 7348.rtf – publication, content and usage information

Submarine slope failures in coastal BC.pdf – Open File report.

Submarine_Slope_Failures_BC_Atlas.mxd – ArcGIS version of BC submarine slope failure atlas.

Submarine_Slope_Failures_BC_Atlas.pmf – Read-only ArcReader version of BC submarine slope failure atlas

ArcReader – directory containing ArcReader installation files.

DATA – directory containing data used in the digital atlas.
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